Rook’s Nest Academy Homework
Class 3M
Week beginning: 8/6/2020
For literacy and maths your work will be based on that provided by: https://www.thenational.academy/online-classroom
When you click on this link you should see the word ‘Schedule’ (in a green bubble) at the top right hand side of the page.
Click ‘Year 3’, then ‘Week 6’. Start with ‘Monday’, even if you are beginning this series of lessons on a different day. It is important that
you do them in the order of the days of the week.
You will see that the work for English (literacy) this week is all about writing an action / adventure story.
The maths lessons this week are continuing to be based on properties of 2D and 3D shapes.
On the timetable below you can click the link for each day, and it will take you to the correct lesson.
I understand that some of you will find the work quite easy and some of you might need lots of help. All I want you to do is have a go at
doing the activities and see how you get on – don’t worry if you get stuck or need help. If you do get stuck, look at the other activities I am
suggesting on the timetable below, or go back and choose something you have not done from the previous weeks. As long as you are
practising some of your maths and literacy skills, and trying your best, that is fine.
You should be reading for at least 15 minutes every day. This should include reading aloud to an adult if you can. Log on and do an
Accelerated Reader quiz when you finish your book. Remember that you can access this from the Rook’s Nest Student Start Page on the
school website. You can re-read your books of course! Re-reading a book is like visiting an old friend! However, once you have taken a
quiz on that book, you can’t re-take the quiz from home.
Remember that daily lessons can also include sessions on Lexia, TT Rockstars, Prodigy and Education City as well as PE lessons such as that
run by Joe Wicks.
You will need to take breaks and make sure that you take daily exercise.
Stay safe and keep busy!
Mrs Milfull

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Literacy / English

Mathematics

Other activities

https://www.thenat
ional.academy/year3/english/storyreadingcomprehensionpredict-andinference-year-3wk6-1
https://www.thenat
ional.academy/year3/english/storyreadingcomprehensionfact-retrieval-year3-wk6-2
https://www.thenat
ional.academy/year3/english/storyidentifying-thefeatures-of-a-textyear-3-wk6-3

https://www.thenati
onal.academy/year3/maths/todescribe-2-d-shapesbased-on-theirproperties-year-3wk6-1

Science:
TOPIC – Light: Shadows
The science lesson this week is all about how the size of a shadow depends on the size of the
object blocking the light, and the position of the light source.
https://onedrive.live.com/view.aspx?resid=54CF08BDFC25132B!23267&ithint=file%2cpptx&auth
key=!ADIl7lk5osd-AvU
If you don’t have any chalk to trace your outline, you could put a piece of paper on the floor,
weight it down at the corners, and trace the shadow of a small object, such as a toy. You can
complete the activity indoors using a torch if it is not a very sunny day.

https://www.thenat
ional.academy/year3/english/storyspag-focusprepositions-year-3wk6-4

https://www.thenati
onal.academy/year3/maths/to-identifyand-describesymmetry-in-2dshapes-year-3-wk6-4

https://www.thenat
ional.academy/year3/english/storycontinue-a-storyyear-3-wk6-5

https://www.thenati
onal.academy/year3/maths/to-reviseshapes-year-3-wk6-5

https://www.thenati
onal.academy/year3/maths/to-draw-2d-shapes-based-ontheir-propertiesyear-3-wk6-2
https://www.thenati
onal.academy/year3/maths/todescribe-theproperties-of-3dshapes-year-3-wk6-3

French:
This week your song to learn names the different objects that might be found in a bedroom. I do
not have un vélo or un hibou in my bedroom, do you?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CUAsT_mI5TY
Lego challenge:
Do you have any Lego? Sometimes it is nice to create something of your own rather than
following the instructions that came with the set.
See the next page for some Lego challenges. You could take photos of your creations and upload
them to the school Twitter page or send them to: headteacher@rooksnest.wakefield.sch.uk
Make sure you mark it for my attention. I would love to see what you build!
Food:
Can you bake or cook something using the ingredients you have at home? Look online or in
recipe books for ideas. Remember to ask a grown-up to help with cutting or slicing if you need to
use a knife, and don’t forget to help with the clearing up!
Food and Art:
Have you ever printed a picture using potatoes? The trick is, to check your potato is sliced
straight across, then scribe a pattern on to it. Using a pencil works, but an old nail or screw will
cut a deeper pattern.
Paint onto an old sponge, then press the potato onto the sponge.
Then press your potato on to your paper, and your pattern should appear!
How many times can you repeat your pattern before needing to press your potato back on to the
sponge? Again, send your work to: headteacher@rooksnest.wakefield.sch.uk

Potato printing

